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A B S T R A C T

The SARS-CoV-2 spike protein presents a surface with enormous membrane binding potential to host tissues and
organelles of infected cells. Its exposed trimeric head binds not only the angiotensin-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2),
but also host phospholipids which are missing from all existing structures. Hence, the membrane interaction
surfaces that mediate viral fusion, entry, assembly and egress remain unclear. Here the spike:membrane docking
sites are identified based on membrane optimal docking area (MODA) analysis of 3D structures of spike proteins
in closed and open conformations at endocytic and neutral pH levels as well as ligand complexes. This reveals
multiple membrane binding sites in the closed spike head that together prefer convex membranes and are
modulated by pH, fatty acids and post-translational modifications including glycosylation. The exposure of the
various membrane interaction sites adjusts upon domain repositioning within the trimer, allowing formation of
intermediate bilayer complexes that lead to the prefusion state while also enabling ACE2 receptor recognition. In
contrast, all antibodies that target the spike head would block the membrane docking process that precedes ACE2
recognition. Together this illuminates the engagements of the spike protein with plasma, endocytic, ER or exo-
cytic vesicle membranes that help to drive the cycle of viral infection, and offers novel sites for intervention.
1. Introduction

The SARS-CoV-2 coronavirus led to a global COVID-19 pandemic for
which mechanistic insights and druggable sites are needed for targeted
intervention (J. Zhang et al., 2021). Following entry through the pul-
monary system, the virus destroys lung tissues and invades organs
including the heart, kidney, brain and liver, leading to cardiogenic shock,
renal failure, neurological dysfunction and lymphopenia (Satturwar
et al., 2021). Despite the profusion of structures of the viral components,
how they mediate assembly on and passage through membranes while
eliciting cytotoxic injury remains unclear. This is particularly true for the
spike protein, which projects most prominently from the viral particle
and is best positioned to mediate interactions with cell and organelle
membranes. Its head is also the predominant target for vaccines and
therapeutic antibodies, and hence understanding its mechanisms is crit-
ical for designing improved therapeutic agents.

The structure of the SARS-CoV-2 spike (S) protein is well defined,
with several conformational states now resolved (Table 1). It comprises
two subunits, namely S1 (aa 14–685) and S2 (aa 686–1273), which
mediate host cell binding and fusion, respectively. The S1 subunit in-
cludes a signal peptide (SP), N terminal domain (NTD) and receptor
binding domain (RBD), which recognizes the ACE2 glycoprotein through
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a receptor binding motif (RBM). The S2 subunit contains fusion peptide
(FP), heptapeptide repeat sequences 1 and 2 (HR1 and HR2), trans-
membrane (TM) and cytoplasmic (CP) domains. The MODA algorithm
was developed in order to identify novel phospholipid bilayer recogni-
tion sites within protein structures (Kufareva et al., 2014). This approach
has since been used to resolve such binding surfaces on hundreds of
eukaryotic membrane readers (Overduin and Kervin, 2021), prions
(Overduin et al., 2021) and viral (Bissig et al., 2013) and bacterial pro-
teins (Bryant et al., 2020a) but has not yet been applied to coronavirus
proteins to our knowledge.

The available S structures show various trimer conformations and
their ACE2 and antibody complexeshave yet revealed little about how the
virus enters cells via plasma membrane or endosomal routes (Jackson
et al., 2021). The various states could also engage diverse phospholipids
and glycolipids to facilitate membrane docking, budding, vesiculation
and pre- or post-fusion events. There is evidence for spike interactions
with membrane-associated ligands other than ACE2. Sialic acid pre-
sented on host cell surfaces has long been known to be bound by the NTD
modules of coronaviruses (Künkel and Herrler, 1993; Krempl et al., 1997;
W. Li et al., 2017; Park et al., 2019), and electrostatic interactions of
gangliosides and membrane rafts with the SARS-CoV-2 NTD have been
modelled (Fantini et al., 2021; Fantini et al., 2021). Glycolipid binding by
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Table 1
Structures of wild-type SARS-CoV-2 spike protein trimers with resolutions of typically under 3.5 Å. The conformations of the RBD, complexed ligands including linoleic
acid (L. Acid), ACE2 or antibody proteins are indicated, as are pH values, resolution in Å and PDB entries.

Organism Conformation Complex pH Resolution PDB Reference

SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 4.0 2.40 6xlu Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 4.5 2.50 7jwy Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 5.5 3.10 6xm5 Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 7.3 2.70 7df3 (Xu et al., 2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 7.5 2.90 6xr8 Cai et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 7.5 3.00 7ddd (C. Zhang, Wang, et al., 2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 8.0 2.60 6zge (Wrobel et al., 2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 8.0 2.80 6vxx (Walls et al., 2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 8.0 2.80 7kdk (Gobeil et al., 2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 8.0 2.90 6zgi (Wrobel et al., 2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 8.0 2.90 6x79 (McCallum et al., 2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 8.0 3.00 6zow (Melero et al., 2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 8.0 3.01 7kdg (Gobeil et al., 2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down – 8.0 3.22 6x6p (Herrera et al., 2021)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 5.5 2.50 6xm3 Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 5.5 2.50 6xm4 Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 5.5 2.70 6xm0 Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 7.4 3.10 6zp5 (Melero et al., 2020)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 7.6 3.50 7eaz (Yang et al., 2021)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 8.0 3.10 7dx1 Yan et al. (2021)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 8.0 3.20 6vyb (Walls et al., 2020)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 8.0 3.30 6zp7 (Melero et al., 2020)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 8.0 3.30 7dwz Yan et al. (2021)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 8.0 3.40 6z97 (Huo et al., 2020)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up – 8.0 3.46 6vsb (Wrapp et al., 2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD up 1 ACE2 8.0 3.30 7dx5 Yan et al. (2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD up 1 ACE2 5.5 3.85 7kne Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD up 1 ACE2 8.0 3.00 7dx6 Yan et al. (2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD up 2 ACE2 5.5 3.74 7knh Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD up 2 ACE2 7.4 3.62 7kmz Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD up 3 ACE2 5.5 3.91 7kni Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD up 3 ACE2 7.4 3.64 7 kms Zhou et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 1 RBD up 1 Ab 7.5 3.10 7sn3 (Nabel et al., 2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD up 3 Ab 8.0 3.50 7vne (Yang et al., 2021, Wang et al., 2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down 3 Ab 4.5 2.97 7l2e Cerutti et al. (2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down 3 Ab 5.5 3.25 7lqv Cerutti et al. (2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down 3 Ab 8.0 2.20 7lxy McCallum et al. (2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down 3 Ab 8.0 2.50 7ly2 McCallum et al. (2021)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down L. acid 7.2 3.60 7jji Bangaru et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down L. acid 7.5 2.85 6zb5 Toelzer et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down L. acid 7.5 3.03 6zb4 Toelzer et al. (2020)
SARS-CoV-2 3 RBD down L. acid 8.0 2.70 7dwy Yan et al. (2021)
SARS-CoV-2 post-fusion – 7.5 3.00 6xra Cai et al. (2020)
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the RBD of SARS-CoV-2 is critical for infection (Nguyen et al., 2021), and
heparan sulfate proteoglycans are also bound by the RBD cooperatively
with ACE2 (Clausen et al., 2020). The CoV-2 spike protein is known to
bind fatty acid molecules at three sites within the trimer (Toelzer et al.,
2020; Bangaru et al., 2020; Carrique et al.) that can also accommodate
cholesterol (Shoemark et al., 2021), which is critical for viral entry
(Sanders et al., 2021). Such interactions appear to impact not only spike
protein behaviour but also COVID-19 disease risk and outcomes.

Essentially all stages of the viral journey from entry, replication and
egress involve membranes, with the protruding S heads being ideally
positioned to mediate lipid interactions. Indeed, snapshots of the native
states involved in the replicative cycle frequently appear to show the S
head contacting ER, Golgi, vesicular and plasma membrane surfaces
(Mendonça et al., 2021; Klein et al., 2020; Caldas et al., 2021; Eymieux
et al., 2021). Moreover, the S1 subunit is known to interact with mem-
branes composed of neutral lipids (Asandei et al., 2020) as well as
cholesterol (Wei et al., 2020). The spike ectodomain binds to and extracts
phospholipids from membranes (Luchini et al., 2021), and mediates
cell-cell fusion (Meng et al., 2021). Yet the lack of structural elucidation
of how lipids and membranes are recognized represents a major gap in
our understanding of how the viral particles bind, assemble on and pass
through cellular membranes.

The paucity of data on spike-membrane binding sites and lipid
specificity leaves many mechanistic questions unresolved. After latching
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onto ACE2 molecules, how do the S1 subunits of the engaged trimer as
well as those of many other ACE2-free spike trimers on the viral particle
engage the cell membrane? This is especially pertinent given the multiple
points of articulation and large freedom of movement of the dozens of
hinged S proteins on each viral particle (Ke et al., 2020). Viral entry
occurs via an unresolved super-complex that brings together the virus
and host plasma membranes together to allow lipid bilayers to contact,
fuse and form pores that dilate through a series of molecular docking and
rearrangement events (J. Wang et al., 2021). An analogous process also
occurs via the endosomal route of entry (Xia et al., 2020; Zhu et al.,
2021). These processes are dependent on the local lipid composition,
proteases, receptors, calcium and pH levels, the specific effects of which
remain unclear but can act as critical triggers (White and Whittaker,
2016). For example, phosphatidyinositol 4-phosphate (PtdIns4P) and
PtdIns(3,5)P2 appears to be critical for viral entry (Yang et al., 2012; Ou
et al., 2020; Kang et al., 2020), and a PtdIns3P-binding sorting nexin
SNX27 is involved in retromer-mediated SARS-CoV-2 entry (Zhu et al.,
2021). The ACE2 receptor is poorly expressed on some infected tissues
including spleen, bone marrow, brain and blood vessels (M.Y. Li et al.,
2020). Could these offer distinct routes of cellular entry that rely on
factors other than the presence of abundant ACE2 receptors? Once
expressed inside host cells, how are the viral proteins assembled into
stable particles and then transported via double membrane vesicles to the
plasma membrane where fusion and release into the extracellular space
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occurs? Multiple functions likely reside with the spike protein (Wong and
Saier, 2021), with identification of the relevant sites providing poten-
tially valuable routes for therapeutic intervention, particularly since
phospholipid treatment is known to inhibit viral infection (Perino et al.,
2011; Voelker and Numata, 2019). Here the lipid interaction sites are
mapped in high resolution spike structures, indicating that membrane
binding is a core function of the NTD and RBD modules of the S1 subunit
and is central to SARS-CoV-2 infectivity.

2. Material and methods

2.1. Structure analysis

Structures of the wild type SARS-CoV-2 spike protein solved by cryo-
electron microscopy were obtained from UniProt entry P0DTC2 (Con-
sortium, 2021) and from searches for SARS-CoV-2 structures in the RCSB
Protein DataBank (PDB) (Berman et al., 2000). The 43 structures with the
highest resolution, typically under 3.5 Å, were selected for atomic reso-
lution analysis of membrane binding sites. The PDB files (Table 1)
analyzed include both those of free forms in various pH-dependent
conformational states as well as complexes with linoleic acid, ACE2 re-
ceptors and antibodies. Structures were analyzed with ICM Browser and
PyMol (DeLano, 2014). Missing coordinates were not modelled.

2.2. Identification of high membrane binding propensity residues

The MODA program developed by Ruben Abagyan and collaborators
is freely available online and is trained to predict specific residues in PDB
files that bind directly to lipid bilayers (Kufareva et al., 2014). We have
used this program previously to identify novel validated membrane
interacting surfaces in the viral trafficking protein Alix (Bissig et al.,
2013), the bacterial outer membrane binding protein DolP (Bryant et al.,
2020b), matrix metalloproteinases (Koppisetti et al., 2014) and super-
families of phox homology (PX) (Kervin and Overduin, 2021) and
pleckstrin homology (PH) (Lenoir et al., 2015) domains. The output of
MODA includes spreadsheets and structure files, which were compared
to assess which residues in each spike assembly could recognize the
membranes of diverse cellular destinations encountered by viral particles
during their replication journey. Clusters of at least two residues having
MODA scores above 20 in at least one structure were considered likely to
participate in membrane interactions, while such clusters with residues
scoring above 40 indicated a substantial likelihood. This is based on our
original calibrations (Kufareva et al., 2014) and on the observation that
membrane recognition generally involves multivalent phospholipid
binding and bilayer insertion by several proximal basic and apolar resi-
dues (Overduin and Kervin, 2021). The confidence of such clusters can be
increased by finding recurrent MODA patterns from structures of the
same state. This can be seen in heatmaps of MODA values, where values
of 0-40-400 are shown with a gradation of blue-yellow-red in the figures
to highlight conserved patterns. The significance of changes in mem-
brane binding propensities between structures was determined from the
standard deviations of MODA signals of residues in three subunits of
symmetric spike trimer structures. To reduce the possibility of false
positives, MODA scores of residues adjacent to elements where electron
density is missing such as exposed termini and unstructured loops were
considered with caution and required validation by other similar struc-
tures with more complete density maps. Multiple PDB structures of
similar conformational states of spike proteins were compared in the
analysis to assess consistency.

2.3. Mapping of membrane binding sites

The SARS-CoV-2 structures were assigned to distinct conformational
classes encompassing the various domain-domain rearrangements and
ligand complexes. The structure of each class exhibiting the highest
resolution and most complete density was selected as being
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representative. Its subunit with the highest MODA score was chosen to
define the optimal membrane binding elements with cross validation to
other high-resolution structures in the same conformational class.
Pockets that could engage membrane surfaces simultaneously through
multiple lipid binding motifs were identified by visual inspection of the
structures. The total membrane binding propensity of each motif, pocket
and domain was calculated as the sum of the MODA scores of its con-
stituent residues.

2.4. Validation of MODA results

The MODA results were compared to analogous predictions of
membrane binding residues in SARS-CoV-2 spike structures. The other
fast computational programs for prediction of membrane interacting
surfaces of peripheral membrane proteins include Ez-3D (Schramm et al.,
2012) and PPM (M.A. Lomize et al., 2012; A.L. Lomize, Todd, and
Pogozheva, 2022). Only the latter is available online to predict spatial
position of a protein structure on a fluid anisotropic solvent slab that
represents a membrane-like environment. Hence the PPM server was
used to analyse structures of the highest resolution (resolutions of 2.8 Å
or under) of spike trimers in closed conformations as these offer more
complete descriptions of loop and side chain conformations for pre-
dictions of simpler, symmetric states.

2.5. Regulatory site identification

The SARS-CoV-2 spike residues that are that are glycosylated
(Watanabe et al., 2020; Shajahan et al., 2020) or phosphorylated
(Davidson et al., 2020; Bouhaddou et al., 2020) were identified from the
literature. The proximities of modified residues to the membrane binding
elements identified here in the spike protein structures was assessed by
visual inspection of models of the lipid bilayer complexes as predicted by
PPM 3.0 (A.L. Lomize, Todd, and Pogozheva, 2022). The regulatory
impact of small molecule modifications is generally limited to distances
corresponding to ~5 residues, as these bounds were previously useful for
identifying positions that, when phosphorylated or metabolite-modified,
modulate specific membrane recognition by protein residues acting as
PIP-stops (Kervin and Overduin, 2021) and MET-stops in membrane
binding domains (Kervin et al., 2021).

3. Results and discussion

3.1. Identification of membrane docking sites of the closed SARS-CoV-2
spike protein

The membrane docking surfaces of the highest resolution spike
structures were mapped using the MODA program (Kufareva et al.,
2014). This reveals motifs with high propensities for lipid interactions at
the top of the prefusion head that comprises a large and discontinuous
binding surface (Fig. 1a). The 2.6 Å structure of the uncleaved
SARS-CoV-2 spike protein with all RBDs down (PDB: 6zge) was used to
represent the most populated wild-type state, which hence is the most
likely to approach membrane surfaces. The trimeric head presents three
major and largely identical sites in the various closed spike structures
that are predicted byMODA to bind very similarly to lipid bilayers (P¼ 0,
R2 ¼ 0.9842). The most central element consists of proximal KVGG
motifs within the RBD, including the three V441 residues which are
separated by 23 Å (Fig. 1b). Its highly exposed methyl, basic and glycine
groups are among the most consistently identified membrane binding
features in all subunits assessed by MODA. These protrude furthest from
the viral surface such that they could simultaneously insert into a bilayer
when the closed spike trimer docks to a host cell membrane at a
perpendicular angle. This central protrusion is bordered by the longest
predicted membrane docking element, which includes the AGSTP and
VEGFNCYF motifs in the RBM and is most accessible when the RBD is
positioned upwards (Fig. 1c). This element also projects from each side of



Fig. 1. Membrane binding residues of spike protein
structures. A. The residues with moderate (orange)
and substantial (red) membrane binding propensities
in the wildtype SARS-CoV-2 spike protein trimer’s
closed state (PDB: 6zge) are shown on the surface as
are the residues that are glycosylated (blue) or phos-
phorylated (magenta). The subunits are depicted as
light purple, green and yellow surfaces. B. The peak of
the spike trimer presents a central membrane binding
region with KVGG motif residues shown on a silver
backbone ribbon of the closed spike trimer structure
(PDB 6zge). C. The membrane binding pocket surface
of an RBD-up subunit of the open structure of the
spike trimer (PDB 7dwz) extends furthest from the
virion and closest to a host cell membrane, with res-
idues predicted by MODA to be membrane interactive
labelled and color-coded. D. The circumference of the
closed spike trimer structure (PDB 6zge) presents
three strips of membrane interacting residues on the
subunits depicted as silver, green and yellow back-
bone ribbons, with residues with significant mem-
brane binding propensities within the four sites in the
NTD color-coded and labelled, as is the N-terminus.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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the closed head, suggesting docking to a concave membrane. The
circumference of the closed head projects membrane binding surfaces
formed by the TQLPPA-27, HAIH-69 and VR-214 motifs in the NTD
(Fig. 1d). This site offers proximal basic residues including R21, H66,
H69, K77, R78, and R214, which could be expected to engage acidic lipid
headgroups. This extensive docking surface of the closed head offers
exposed aliphatic residues including L24, I68, V70 and V213 that could
insert into the hydrophobic interior of the bilayer. The only other site on
the NTD that is predicted to bind membranes is the QPFL-176 motif,
which is positioned near the disordered N-terminus and offers the
smallest area with significant membrane binding propensity in the closed
state. Together these elements of the top and sides of the spike head offer
exposed surfaces that are rich in the basic, hydrophobic and polar resi-
dues typically found in lipid binding pockets. Consistent MODA results
are found in other high-resolution structures of closed spike trimers,
including the furin-cleaved S1 conformation (PDB 6zgi, P ¼ 0, R2 ¼
0.9923) as well as those from other studies despite their less complete
electron densities (PDBs 7kdk, 6x79, 6vxx, P ¼ 4.48 � 10�87, R2 ¼
0.3547), as can be seen in the heatmap (Fig. 2a). The conserved lipid
binding patches and expansive membrane docking area of the spike head
contrasts with the rest of the trimeric spike protein, which is essentially
devoid of membrane interacting elements. Thus, we propose that the
membrane docking surfaces identified here offer high avidity, multiva-
lent lipid binding as needed to engage curved cell membranes in either
perpendicular or oblique angles.
3.2. Validation of membrane binding residues

The Positioning of Proteins in Membranes (PPM) server can also be
used to identify membrane interacting residues and was used here to
confirm which spike residues are most likely to insert into the lipid
bilayer. The following residues in various subunits were identified by
PPM as being membrane interacting: 6zge: a483-486; 6vxx:b489-b490;
6xlu: a484-486; 7jwy:a484-486; 7df3: a445–446,b445-446,c445-446;
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and 7kdk:b489-490. These 20 residues exhibit significant MODA scores
ranging from 48.13 to 2440.43, which is near the maximum end of the
MODA range. They all are found within the major membrane binding
surface of the RBM. The major difference is that PPM predicts that only
3.33 � 1.51 residues in each spike trimer structure, typically from a
single subunit, interact with membranes while MODA identifies 81.5 �
11.7 membrane binding residues that are roughly symmetrically arrayed
around each closed spike trimer structure. Hence although the two
methods converge on the highest membrane binding propensity residues
on one subunit, MODA provides more sensitive detection and more
complete coverage of expansive sites on multi-subunit structures.
3.3. Post-translational modifications influencing membrane binding

An important feature of the spike protein, particularly regarding
immune evasion, is glycosylation. The array of N-linked glycans that
cover the surface of the spike protein of SARS-CoV-2 compromise antigen
recognition, thus shielding the virus from the host’s immune response.
However, the key functional sites including the points of proteolytic
activation must remain unhindered for the virus to invade and replicate
successfully. None of the identified membrane docking residues identi-
fied here in the wild type closed spike protein are glycosylated, indicating
a lack of direct overlap that could otherwise compromise membrane
recognition. The most prominent sites with high membrane docking
propensities in the RBD are free of glycosylation and hence could be
generally available to mediate host membrane interactions in the closed
or open states of the free forms of the trimer. However glycosylated
residue N343 displays significant membrane binding propensities in
RBD-down subunit structures, particularly those prepared at low pH
(Fig. 3a&4a). This suggests that bulky glycans here would occlude bilayer
interactions at these locations around the periphery of the RBD’s mem-
brane binding surface. This is consistent with the most critical in-
teractions being mediated by the ternary membrane binding site at the
central protrusion of the spike trimer. Glycosylated residues in the NTD



Fig. 2. Effect of linoleic acid on the membrane binding propensities of residues
of wild-type CoV-2 S1 subunits from closed trimer structures with all RBD’s
down. A) The PDB entries are indicated as is the presence of the fatty acid in the
structure. Residue positions 14 to 508 of each the three subunits, which are
ordered a, b, and c, are colored on a gradation of blue, yellow and red to indicate
MODA scores of 0, 40 and at least 400 in the heatmap. Grey areas are missing in
the structures. The predicted membrane binding motifs in the NTD and RBD are
labelled on the left of the heatmap. B) The significant differences of MODA
values of key residues of closed spike trimers in fatty acid-bound vs free states
(7dwy vs 6zge) are shown. (For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web version of this article.)
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including N17, N122, N149, N165, as well as N74 (which is unresolved
in SARS-CoV-2 spike trimer structures) could also partially occlude in-
teractions with concave membrane surfaces by the upper rim of the spike
head. Although residues T29 and S31 are reported to be phosphorylated
(Davidson et al., 2020; Bouhaddou et al., 2020) and are near the
membrane-binding TQLPPA-27 motif and hence could theoretically
regulate such interactions, the role of such modifications in trafficking
and signaling pathways remains unclear. Hence we propose that bulky
glycosylations (S. Zhang et al., 2022) are most likely to attenuate the
dynamic interactions of the major membrane binding surface with
curved bilayers as spike trimers assemble and traffic through endo-
plasmic reticulum, Golgi and secretory vesicle compartments that lack
ACE2, as well as influencing the specificity and dynamics of host cell
membrane fusion and invasion (Bagdonaite and Wandall, 2018).
3.4. Fatty acid and detergent interactions impact membrane sites

The membrane binding sites are affected by ligand occupancy, as is
evident by comparison with several spike structures containing bound
linoleic acid molecules that stabilize the closed conformation (Toelzer
et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2021; Bangaru et al., 2020). The similar amphi-
pathic character of linoleic acid and phospholipid molecules prompted us
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to investigate whether their binding sites overlap. The fatty acid head-
group interacts with R408 and Q409, while the acyl tail inserts into a
neighbouring subunit’s hydrophobic pocket lined with phenylalanine
residues as seen in three structures (PDB 7dwy, 6zb4 and 6zb5). The
residues involved in binding linoleic acid do not exhibit membrane
binding propensities, suggesting that linoleic acid binds as a soluble
rather than membrane-bound molecule. Interestingly, the linoleic acid
complexes exhibit significant decreases in membrane binding pro-
pensities of the TQLPPA-27, QPFL-176 and KVGG-447motifs (Fig. 2a), as
demonstrated with residues L24, F175 and K444, respectively (Fig. 2b).
These correspond to high membrane binding propensity sites of the
closed state, suggesting that linoleic acid binding and release reduces and
enhances the spike protein’s membrane interactivity, respectively.
Apparent linoleic acid-induced increases in membrane binding pro-
pensities are seen in K147, Q183, Y248, and L249 residues that do not
exhibit substantial MODA scores in the free, closed state. This is consis-
tent with molecular dynamics simulations showing that linoleic acid
removal induces allosteric changes in elements including L141-E156,
C166–F186, L249-G257 (Sofia F Oliveira et al., 2021). Hence binding
of free fatty acid appears to reduce the spike protein’s canonical mem-
brane binding and could compromise its specific lipid bilayer in-
teractions, reinforcing its value as a potentially impactful druggable site.
This effect is in addition to linoleic acid’s ability to reduce ACE2 receptor
affinity and hence could also contribute to its inhibition of viral repli-
cation (Toelzer et al., 2020; Yan et al., 2021; Bangaru et al., 2020).

Detergent molecules interact with shallow pockets near membrane
binding sites of the spike protein (Bangaru et al., 2020). In particular, the
aliphatic tail of polysorbate 80 can be accommodated by a hydrophobic
pocket lined by residues including N121, V126, Y170, S172 and F175,
with the latter three residues overlapping a membrane interacting site.
The detergent’s polar headgroup is situated near residues R190 and
H207, which lack significant membrane binding propensity. Hence the
apolar portion of this bound detergent may mimic the position of bio-
logical lipids, reinforcing the notion that the QPFL-176 membrane
interaction site identified here engages membrane bilayers.

3.5. Influence of pH on membrane binding propensity of spike proteins

Coronaviruses such as SARS-CoV-2 can enter host cells through early
and late endosomes where pH values are ~6.3 and under 6, respectively,
and exit through secretory vesicles with pH values of ~5.5. We investi-
gated whether the acidic environments experienced by the spike protein
alter its membrane binding sites by comparing structures collected at a
variety of pH values (Zhou et al., 2020). MODA analysis reveals that the
HRSYL-249 element displays consistently higher membrane binding
propensity in all structures collected at low pH as compared to those seen
in other states of closed spikes (Fig. 3a). This element is positioned close
to H69, which also exhibits higher membrane propensities in various low
pH structures. This histidine-dense cluster comprises H66, H69 and H245
(Fig. 3b), and their conformation differs from that of the neutral pH form.
In particular, the H66 ring is significantly closer to H69 (10.2 � 0.4 Å vs
14.1 � 2.0 Å between Nε1 atoms) and to H245 (14.6 � 1.5 Å vs 18.2 �
0.3 Å) in structures collected at pH 4.5–5.5. This is reminiscent of
endosome-targeted FYVE domains which contain a conserved pair of
proximal histidines that form a pH switch and move closer together upon
PtdIns3P binding (Lee et al., 2005; Kutateladze and Overduin, 2001). By
analogy, we propose that the triple His cluster depresses the pH at which
multiple imidazole rings become positively charged, thus providing
selectivity for their acidic phospholipid targets. The spike histidines form
the center of an extensive membrane binding surface lined by residues
that generally yield increased MODA signals at low pH, in contrast to the
reduced MODA signals of their KVGG-447 motifs, suggesting a migration
of binding activity from the tip to the rim of the spike head. The NTD
surfaces could preferentially engage concave membrane surfaces given
that they project the furthest laterally from the central axis of the spike
trimer (Fig. 3c) and adjust their position at low pH (Zhou et al., 2020).



Fig. 3. Effects of pH on the membrane binding pro-
pensities of the residues of the wild-type CoV-2 S1
subunits of closed trimers with all RBD’s down
collected. A) Heatmap of MODA scores of each residue
of each subunit of closed spike trimers collected at the
pH values indicated above the PDB codes. Colors are
as in Fig. 2a). B. Structures collected at pH 4.0 and 8.0
(PDB entries 6xlu [blue] and 6zge [grey], respec-
tively), are superimposed. Sidechains of NTD residues
exhibiting membrane binding propensities in the
various closed spike structures at low pH are color-
coded as shown. C. The surface of the closed spike
trimer structure collected at pH 5.5 (PDB 6xm5) is
shown in blue, with residues having moderate and
substantial MODA scores colored pink and red,
respectively. The position of the C termini is labelled
“C”. (For interpretation of the references to color in
this figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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This is consistent with the proposed roles of coronavirus NTDs in mem-
brane interactions (Künkel and Herrler, 1993; Krempl et al., 1997; W. Li
et al., 2017; Park et al., 2019; Fantini et al., 2021; Fantini et al., 2021),
Moreover, we speculate that the H69 deletion found in Alpha and Omi-
cron variants of concern could compromise this acidic membrane binding
switch. Thus, we propose that the closed spike trimer exhibits increased
acidic membrane binding via a tightened histidine-rich pocket,
enhancing interactions of the rim of the spike head with phospholipids as
viral particles traffic through low pH vesicles inside the cell.

3.6. Spike conformation affects its membrane docking function

We investigated whether membrane interactions could be affected by
conformational rearrangements of the SARS-CoV-2 spike that enable
strong ACE2 binding. Comparison of structures with one RBD up and
closed states reveals significantly enhanced membrane binding pro-
pensities in the raised RBD, particularly of the L455-F456, Y473-A475
and G504-Y505 motifs (Fig. 4a) due to their greater sidechain accessi-
bility and a reorientation of Y505 at neutral pH to a more solvent exposed
position. This contributes to an extensive trimer docking surface that
could bind host membranes via the uplifted RBD that projects furthest
from the viral membrane (Figs. 1c & 4b). The other subunit RBDs remain
free to engagemembranes in their down states or could flip up, leading to
an encounter with more host membrane surface or an ACE2 molecule.
Together this suggests that host membrane binding by spikes increases
when an RBD flips up and is then mediated by RBM-proximal sites that
comprise an extensive, accessible docking surface but would be partially
occluded by an ACE2 protein.

We propose that the open, RBD-up state of the spike trimer is stabi-
lized by membrane interactions, which would concentrate and tran-
siently position viral particles on the surfaces of host membranes. This in
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turn could enhance the probability of productive encounters with ACE2
receptors in host cell membranes, which compete effectively with the
host membrane for binding to an RBM through higher affinity in-
teractions. This model would clearly benefit from experiments
comparing the membrane and ACE2 affinities of the various domains and
trimer states, and while this is beyond the scope of the present study, our
identification of the residues involved could inform such studies. It is
already clear that these elements are hotspots for mutations, with L455F,
A475S, A475V, Y505H and Y505W (Elbe and Buckland-Merrett, 2017)
spike mutations of variants of concern mapping to the enhanced mem-
brane binding surface of the upturned RBD, along with other mutations
in the NTD and down RBD sites also potentially impacting such
interactions.

The conformational equilibria of NTD and RBD rearrangements in the
spike trimer structures is pH-dependent. In particular dropping the pH
below 5.5 disfavours single RBD-up positions and instead maintains all
RBDs in down states based on computational analysis by Kwong and
colleagues (Zhou et al., 2020). At pH 5.5, significantly elevated mem-
brane binding propensities are evident in RBD-up subunit residues W64,
H66, K97–I101, V213 and R214 as well as in the more ordered
A243-P251 sequence due to greater solvent exposure of these NTD ele-
ments (Fig. 4a). This is reminiscent of increased membrane binding
propensity of the NTD sites at low pH when all RBD’s are positioned in
the down state (Section 3.5). Hence NTD:membrane binding appears to
be enhanced at the lower pH values found in endosomal and secretory
compartments irrespective of whether the RBD is positioned up or down,
while membrane interactions of the RBD’s up conformation appear to be
favoured at neutral pH values such as those found at the cell surface.



Fig. 4. Membrane binding by RBD up and down
conformers of wild-type CoV-2 S1 trimers. A. The
heatmap shows the membrane binding propensity of
each residue of the structures from indicated PDB
entries collected at various pH values. The RBD up
and down positions of subunits a, b and c of each
structure are shown with black up and grey down
arrows below. The MODA scores of each residue of the
three subunits are colored as in Fig. 2, with key po-
sitions labelled on the left. B. Top and side views of
the 3D structure of the spike trimer structure with one
RBD up (PDB 7dwz) is shown with a, b and c subunit
surfaces colored blue, green and yellow. Residues
with moderate and substantial MODA scores are in
pink and red, respectively, and are labelled, as is the
C-terminus. (For interpretation of the references to
color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the
Web version of this article.)
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3.7. ACE2 receptor effects on spike membrane interactions

The spike trimer can bind one, two and then three ACE2 receptors
molecules via its three elevated RBM surfaces, with the last, symmetric
complex being best positioned to initiate membrane fusion (J. Wang
et al., 2021). We investigated how this multi-step process could be
mediated by comparing the membrane docking poses of the single,
double and triple ACE2 protein complexes. The ACE2 receptor directly
competes with membrane for binding to RBM sites with the following
spike residues being close (4.5 Å) to ACE2 as well as having high mem-
brane propensities: G446, Y449, L455, F456, Y473, A475, G476, E484,
F486, N487, Y489, Q493, G496, Q498, T500, N501, G502 and Y505.
Hence, there is direct competition between ACE2 receptors and mem-
branes for attachment via the top of the spike head. The entire upper
surface of the head appears to prefer binding to concave lipid bilayers
with intrinsic curvature radii of 130 Å, to which it binds with a ΔGtransfer
of �11.1 kcal/mol based on PPM 3.0 predictions (Fig. 6b). While this
covers the top part of the NTD distal from the viral membrane, several
patches around the rim of spike trimers could still potentially interact
with phospholipids even if three ACE2 molecules are bound. In partic-
ular, N125, N137, F157, R214, Q218, I332, N334, L355, N360, S469,
T470, I472, G482 and F490 exhibit membrane binding propensities in
ACE2-complexed states (Figs. 5 and 6a). These form exposed binding
surfaces on three sides of the spike head, suggesting that they could also
interact with viral or host cell membranes when S is acutely tilted or after
S1 is released, respectively. Moreover, asymmetric spike complexes with
one or two ACE2molecules could conceivably employ free residues of the
remaining RBDs (Fig. 5a) to engage host cell membranes, allowing such
assemblies to scan the host surface for additional ligands such as free
152
ACE2 molecules to accelerate formation of a fully receptor-loaded pre-
fusion state. Thus in addition to directly mediating the critical fusion
process, we propose that the 25–130 spike trimers found on each
SARS-CoV-2 virion (Bar-On et al., 2020; Ke et al., 2020; Klein et al.,
2020) could also participate indirectly by using their heads for lipid
bilayer tethering, apposition and disruption to support the fusion of vi-
ruses and host cells.

The viral membrane plays a role in orienting the spike ectodomain.
The only predicted membrane binding residue in S that extends toward
the viral membrane is H1101. This residue exhibits membrane binding
propensity in 23% of trimeric spike structures, with the aromatic side-
chain oriented towards the viral membrane (Fig. 5b). Its sidechain could
interact with the viral membrane given that spike ectodomains can lean
over from 1 to 116� (B. Wang, Zhong, and Tieleman, 2021). Such tilted
positions could allow the NTD’s membrane binding surface around the
circumference of the spike head to sit on the viral membrane with or
without ACE2 being bound (Figs. 3b and 7 b). Protonation of the H1101
ring at low pH could also contribute to long range electrostatic in-
teractions with lipids in endocytic or secretory vesicles. Viral membrane
interactions by the H1101 motif could be compromised by steric clashes
of the glycans added to N1098, which otherwise stabilizes the exposed
hairpin turn that positions their sidechains. Together this suggests that
the angle and orientation of spike trimers over the virus surface could be
modulated by both pH and ACE2 occupancy.

Following ACE2 binding and proteolytic cleavage of the spike protein
into S1 and S2 fragments, the latter rearranges into a thin stalk (Cai et al.,
2020). The S1 subunit could conceivably interact with the host mem-
brane via the membrane interaction sites identified here (Fig. 5b),
allowing it to remain localized and contribute to the fusion process. The



Fig. 5. Membrane binding by ACE2-bound spike tri-
mers. A. The heatmap shows the membrane binding
propensity of each residue in the various ACE2 com-
plexed SARS-CoV-2 structures for the indicated PDB
entries collected at the various pH values. The ACE2
bound and free states of each subunit structure are
shown with black and light grey circles below the
heatmap, as are the RBD positions. B. The structure of
the spike protein is shown as a surface with a, b, and c
subunits in blue, green and yellow, with the three
bound ACE2 proteins shown as ribbons with similar,
lighter colors. The residues with moderate and sub-
stantial MODA scores are shown in pink and red,
respectively, and are labelled as are the C-termini.
(For interpretation of the references to color in this
figure legend, the reader is referred to the Web
version of this article.)
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available post-fusion S2 structure (PDB 6xra) displays only a few residues
with significant membrane binding propensities, i.e. T1100, H1101,
I1132 and N1134. Membrane binding by S2 subunit at these positions
would be diminished by the addition of glycans to residues N1098 and
N1134, which would sterically occlude docking to lipid bilayers via these
motifs. Thus, the majority of membrane binding by S2 is likely mediated
by other elements such as the FP, HR1, and HR2 elements. A 3-helix
bundle is formed by the FP at the N-terminal end of S2, forming a
wedge that inserts into the host membrane (Koppisetti et al., 2021). The
heptad repeats form α helices that interact with phospholipid bilayers
and oligomerize, thus pulling the viral and host membranes closer
together (Chiliveri et al., 2021). The transmembrane region forms an α
helical trimer that anchors into the viral membrane (Fu and Chou, 2021),
while palmitoylation of ten C-terminal cysteines promotes interactions
with the inner membrane leaflet by the cytoplasmic domain and en-
hances fusion capacity (Mesquita et al., 2021). The membrane in-
teractions of the downstream intermediates such as the elongated stalk
and hemi-fusion and fusion pore states (J. Wang et al., 2021) remain to be
elucidated. While characterization of the lipid bilayer interactions of
such spike components would also benefit from further experimental
studies, MODA could pinpoint the residues involved, providing oppor-
tunities for defining their conformationally-specific contributions to
membrane docking.

3.8. Antibody targeting of membrane docking sites

Monoclonal antibodies that specifically target the spike protein are
widely used to treat high-risk cases of COVID-19 (Ledford, 2021). While
those that target the RBD are known to block ACE2 binding directly, the
mechanisms whereby those that target the NTD remain unclear. The
latter are known to bind to an antigenic site that involves Y144, K147,
153
K150, E156, R158, R246, S247 and Y248 (Cerutti et al., 2021; McCallum
et al., 2021). These residues are located near a membrane binding surface
identified here within the NTD. Hence this antigenic NTD supersite
overlaps a membrane docking site, and antibody binding here would
interfere directly with membrane interactions. The same holds true for
the RBD’s antigenic site, which overlaps the surface that is normally able
to dock to membranes based on our analysis. When antibodies occupy the
closed spike trimer’s RBD and NTD domains, significant membrane
binding propensity is only retained by the exposed NKSW-152 and
NLVRD-215 motifs (Fig. 6D). However, these are largely inaccessible to
host cells, being tucked under the head and overshadowed by the Fabs.
Hence our results suggest a unifying hypothesis whereby the neutralizing
activity of therapeutic antibodies is due not only to competition with
RBM-mediated ACE2 binding but also through competition of host cell
membrane interactions by key sites on both the spike NTD and RBD
domains. This explains the otherwise unclear effects of NTD-specific
antibodies (Liu et al., 2020; Chi et al., 2020) and infers that multiva-
lent membrane binding is essential to viral infection.

Despite the impressive progress in the structural elucidation of spike
complexes, the exact mechanisms occurring throughout the process of
viral infection and replication remain challenging to discern. Whether
specific phospholipids and glycolipids are recognized by the various
pockets identified is unclear. The precise effects of mutations, post-
translational modifications, membrane order and bilayer curvature on
binding and fusion events warrant further experimental investigation. The
dynamics between domains, subunits and receptors of the spike protein
require computational approaches to simulate the journey of viral entry,
assembly and egress. Although lipids are thought to play central roles in
viral replication, how the protein-lipid interactions involved could be
exploited to effectively alter COVID-19 disease risk and outcomes remains
to be seen. Nonetheless, the advances by many research groups indicate



Fig. 6. Comparison of the ACE2, antibody and
membrane positions in the SARS-CoV-2 spike protein
structures. A. The top view of the spike trimer (blue
surface, PDB: 7kms) bound to 3 ACE2 molecules
(ribbons colored aqua, green, grey) with the residues
exhibiting moderate to substantial membrane binding
propensities shown in white to red and labelled. B. A
curved lipid bilayer (concave red and blue slab) is
recognized by the symmetric contacts of the closed
spike trimer (PDB: 7df3) based on PPM 3.0 analysis.
The spike subunits are rainbow colored from the N-
(blue) the C- (red) termini. Glycans are shown as
sticks. C. The closed spike structure (PDB: 6zge) is
shown in top and side views, with the residues
exhibiting membrane binding propensities colored as
in A and labelled. D. The structure of the closed spike
trimer (PDB: 7lxy) bound to three RBD-specific anti-
bodies (S2M11) and three NTD-specific antibodies
(S2M28), which are drawn as colored-coded ribbons
and labelled with their subunits, is shown in top and
side views, along with residues exhibiting membrane
binding propensities. (For interpretation of the refer-
ences to color in this figure legend, the reader is
referred to the Web version of this article.)
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that these interactions are key to the infection cycle, with the visualization
provided here unlocking the potential of such sites.
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